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The positive degree-day (PDD) scheme

The monthly mean surface air temperature and precipitation are used as input to the ice sheet model. For accumulation,

precipitation when temperature is below 0 ◦C is considered to be snow, and temperature above 2 ◦C is considered to be rain.

For temperatures intermediate of these values, the percentage of snow and rain is linearly interpreted. For ablation, the PDD

value is calculated as follows (Calov and Greve, 2005, Eq. 6):
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A random temperature with a normal distribution with a mean value of 0 (”white noise” variation) is added onto the monthly

mean temperature at each grid point to account for synoptic variability. The standard deviation σ is 5 K. For the other model

parameters, see Table S1.

Ice dynamics

The stress balance computation is a combination of the shallow ice approximation (SIA) and shallow shelf approximation

(SSA). SIA and SSA are dominant in grounded and floating ice respectively. Other regions such as ice streams, which have

significant internal ice deformation and basal sliding are solved by combing the velocity solution of the two approximations

(Winkelmann and others, 2011; Bueler and Brown, 2009).

We use isotropic ice rheology for ice deformation (Paterson, 1994), called the Glen-Paterson-Budd-Lliboutry-Duval flow law

(Aschwanden and others, 2012; Lliboutry and Duval, 1985; Paterson and Budd, 1982). Governed by the Glen constitutive law

(Glen, 1952; Nye, 1953), ice deformation is temperature dependent, while also a function of pressure and liquid water fraction.

A non-dimensional enhancement factor for both SIA and SSA is applied to the flow law. Following the recommendations of

Cuffey and Paterson (2010), we set the SIA enhancement factor ESIA to 5. The values of the other parameters and related

references are summarized in Table S1. Surface gradients are computed by finite differences to determine the driving stress.

The conservation of energy is solved within the ice, the subglacial layer and a layer of thermal bedrock. A geothermal heat flux

input is included at the lower boundary. For initialization, the ice temperature is set to the solution of a steady one-dimensional

differential equation in which conduction and vertical advection are in balance. The vertical velocity is calculated by linearly

interpolating between the surface mass balance rate at the top and zero at the bottom (Aschwanden and others, 2012; The

PISM authors, 2016).

The subglacial dynamics

The basal resistance to ice flow is computed based on the hypothesis that a layer of till underlies the ice sheet (Clarke, 2005;

Bueler and Brown, 2009). A pseudo-plastic sliding law is used for determining sliding:

~τb = −τc
~u

uqthreshold|~u|
1−q

, (S2)

where ~τb is the basal shear stress, τc is the yield stress, ~u is the sliding velocity and uthreshold is a parameter called threshold

velocity and q is the pseudo-plastic sliding exponent (Table S1).

The Mohr-Coulomb criterion (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010) is used to determine the yield stress τc,

τc = c0 + (tanφ)Ntill, (S3)

which is related to the till material property (the till friction angle φ) and the effective pressure of the saturated till Ntill.

The till friction angle value, φ = 30 ◦, is a typical value from lab experiments (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, p. 268). The till

cohesion value, c0, is set to 0 (Schoof, 2006). The effective pressure, Ntill, is determined by the following parameterization:

Ntill = δPo10(e0/Cc)(1−(Wtill/W
max
till )). (S4)

This is based on laboratory experiments on till extracted from an ice stream in Antarctica (Tulaczyk and others, 2000a). Po is

the ice overburden pressure, Wtill is the effective thickness of water in the till, Wmax
till is the maximum amount of water in the

till, e0 is the till reference void ratio, Cc is the till compressibility coefficient and δ is the effective fraction overburden pressure

in the till. The water in the base is not conservative in our simulations, it is stored in the till up to the maximum thickness

(Wmax
till ). The water exceeding that thickness is drained off instantaneously (Tulaczyk and others, 2000b; Bueler and Brown,

2009).
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The ice shelf dynamics

The model for marine portions of ice sheets is from the PIK (Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research) component of

PISM (Albrecht and others, 2011; Levermann and others, 2012; Winkelmann and others, 2011). The flotation criterion for

determining whether the ice floating or grounded is combined with a time-dependent land-sea mask, including relative sea

level change. For ice shelf dynamics in PISM, SSA is dominant. The ice shelf calving mechanism is controlled by two schemes.

The calving rate is a function of the horizontal strain rates, but the ice shelf is automatically removed when the ice thickness

is thinner than the threshold (Hcalthres) of 200 m.

For the boundary condition at the base of the ice shelf, we follow the setup from Martin and others (2011). The ice at the

basal boundary is at pressure melting temperature. The mass flux from ice shelf to ocean is related to the heat flux Qheat

between ocean and ice (Martin and others, 2011, Eq. 3-5), which is:

Qheat = ρocecpoceγTFmelt(Toce − Tf ). (S5)

Here, ρoce is density of ocean water. cpoce is specific heat capacity of ocean mixed layer. γT is the thermal exchange velocity.

Tf is a virtual temperature which represent the ocean water freezing temperature at different depths. The ocean temperature,

Toce, is set to a constant value of -1.7 ◦C (Beckmann and Goosse, 2003). Fmelt is a dimensionless model parameter that we

set to 1× 10−2 to increase the melt rate.
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Table S1. Parameters used in our glacial cycle simulations.

Parameter Name Value Unit Reference

ESIA SIA enhancement factor 5.0 1 Cuffey and Paterson (2010)
ESSA SSA enhancement factor 1.0 1 Cuffey and Paterson (2010)

q Pseudo-plastic sliding exponent 0.25 1 Aschwanden and others (2013)

uthreshold Pseudo-plastic threshold velocity 100.0 m a−1 Aschwanden and others (2013)
φ Till friction angle 30 ◦ Cuffey and Paterson (2010, p. 268)

c0 Till cohesion 0 kPa Schoof (2006)

e0 Till reference void ratio 0.69 1 Tulaczyk and others (2000a)
Cc Till compressibility coefficient 0.12 1 Tulaczyk and others (2000a)

δ Till effective fraction overburden 0.01 1 -

Wmax
till Maximum amount of water in till 1 m -

Hcalthres Calving ice threshold thickness 200 m -

Toce Ocean temperature -1.7 ◦C (Beckmann and Goosse, 2003)

Fmelt Ocean model melt factor 1 × 10−2 1 -
σ Standard deviation of the daily temperature 5.0 K Ritz (1997)

Fsnow Positive degree day factor for snow 3.3 × 10−3 m K−1 day−1 Ritz (1997)

Fice Positive degree day factor for ice 8.8 × 10−3 m K−1 day−1 Ritz (1997)
θrefreeze Refreezing rate of melted snow 0.6 1 Ritz (1997)
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Fig. S1. Winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) surface air temperature for Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, a-b) from COSMOS-AWI (Zhang

and others, 2013) and Present Day (PD, c-d) from NCEP Reanalysis data (Kalnay and others, 1996), and the difference between LGM

and PD surface air temperature (LGM minus PD, e-f).
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Fig. S2. Same as Fig. S1, but for precipitation. The present day precipitation is from GPCP precipitation products (Adler and others,

2003).
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Fig. S3. Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) of surface air temperature (upper two rows) and precipitation (lower two rows) over

the ice sheet margins (ISM) and Northern Hemisphere (NH) for different seasons (MAM, JJA, SON, DJF) for different models. For the

colors, we refer to Fig. 4 of the main text.
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Fig. S4. Modelled ice thickness at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21 kyr BP) from experiment PMIP3-fixCOSMOSTemp.
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Fig. S5. Same as Fig. S4, except that experiment from PMIP3-fixCOSMOSPrecip.
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Fig. S6. Surface albedo in summer from different models participating in PMIP3. The albedo is calculated as the ratio of surface upward

shortwave radiation and surface downward shortwave radiation. (The shortwave upward radiation for FGOALS-g2 is not available from

the PMIP3 data output online.)
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Fig. S7. Same as Fig. S4, except that experiment from PMIP3-PIpmip3.
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Fig. S8. Simulated ice thickness differences at the LGM between experiments from PMIP3-PDobs and PMIP3-PIpmip3, PIpmip3-PDobs.
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Fig. S9. Summer (JJA) surface air temperature differences at present day between reanalysis products (PDobs) and PMIP3 PI GCM

output (PIpmip3), PIpmip3-PDobs.


